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Th ousands of postcards from East Germany arriving at the prison holding 
Angela Davis. Th e letters, “VĐ,” for Vietnam and (East) Germany, on the 
stone cornice of an apartment complex in northern Vietnam. An island near 
Cuba’s Bay of Pigs named Cayo Ernesto Th älmann. A ring road in Erfurt 
named after Mao Zedong. In the four decades of its existence, East Ger-
many’s world extended far beyond Central Europe. Even after the erection 
of the Berlin Wall in 1961 and the pervasive travel restrictions, people and 
objects fl owed in and out of the country. Th e spread of state socialism to 
the postcolonial world, in the words of one scholar, created “an unexpected 
circulation of goods, people, and information along new channels and across 
discontinuous world areas.”1 Histories of the German Democratic Republic 
have only recently begun to refl ect this fact. Th is book continues the work 
of exploring encounters across the borders of nation and bloc in East Ger-
many’s world. Its subjects are people of color, that is, people marked as racial 
Others in the white European mind. 

Th e book’s title, Comrades of Color, points to a tension at its heart. What 
was the status of race in a socialist world view that deemed class to be the 
medium that dissolved all other diff erences? How did race and racialized 
thinking operate in a socialist society like East Germany that had decreed 
racism out of existence? What alliances were created across ethnic lines in the 
German project of state socialism that had not, and could not, have existed 
before? Looked at in the longer term, how can we reconcile the offi  cial anti-
racism of East Germany with the waves of racially motivated violence that 
swept through the former East after 1989? 

Th e authors of Comrades of Color are united by the eff ort to understand 
how the high-minded internationalism of speeches and propaganda trans-
lated into everyday life.2 What followed the initial moment when hands 
were clasped across rifts of geography, race, and historical experience? What 
did international solidarity look like beyond the frame of the offi  cial pho-
tographs? Comrades of Color does not strive to be a comprehensive history 
of East Germany’s relationship to the Global South. A range of diplomatic 
histories already exist, covering the struggle of the two Germanys over the 
distribution of international aid, their struggle for international recognition 
before both joined the United Nations in 1972, and, more recently, pen-
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etrating investigations into East Germany’s arms trade.3 Another body of 
scholarship exists about the use of foreign contract labor by East Germany 
in its last decade.4 Drawing on material from long before the 1980s as well 
as after the Wall’s fall, Comrades of Color takes a microscopic rather than 
panoramic perspective, homing in on the frictions of solidarity, and the mo-
ments of mismatch between the varieties of world socialism. 

Historians of modern Germany embraced a scholarly trend toward 
transnational perspectives in the last decade. Some historians of East Ger-
many, including contributors to this volume, have participated in this devel-
opment. Following pioneering research from the Center for Contemporary 
History at Potsdam in the early millennium, scholars have studied East Ger-
many’s engagement with communist East and Southeast Asia, as well as the 
experiences of asylum seekers, contract workers, and foreign students in the 
GDR.5 Studies of East Germany’s offi  cial internationalism have been joined 
by scholarly attention to the way that campaigns of building good faith over-
seas were received, and remembered, by local populations.6 While these con-
tributions are exemplary, the dominant questions asked by historians about 
the GDR still remain more local ones. Th ey ask questions about legitimacy, 
durability, and relative freedom: How did the Socialist Unity Party (SED) 
justify its own rule? How did it maintain control as long as it did? To what 
extent was a social existence outside of state surveillance possible? 

Beyond the range of notable exceptions cited above, the glances beyond 
the “walled state” tend to look either westward, asking about the relative 
infl uence of West Germany and the United States as sources of information, 
modes of politics, and forms of mass culture; or to the aforementioned issues 
of foreign contract labor in the republic’s fi nal decade. Bracketed in both 
cases is the importance of the SED’s self-understanding and self-presentation 
as an active member of the international community of world socialism, the 
importance of solidarity with the global South in its repertoire of legitima-
tion, and empirical study of the concrete outcomes of these explicitly politi-
cal North-South engagements.7 

As in many other national histories, the inclusion of the experiences of 
foreigners and racial minorities often remains optional rather than oblig-
atory. Given the centrality of international solidarity to East German self-
understanding, this approach strikes this collection’s authors as indefensible. 
Scholarly interventions are especially important as the narrative has been 
controlled to date by former functionaries who, though often extremely er-
udite, tend toward romanticizing the East German role overseas as a bright 
spot in an otherwise bleak record of statecraft.8 Cultural histories of the “Sec-
ond World’s Th ird World” from the East German perspective are necessary 
to place the republic properly within the international fi eld.9
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Comrades of Color follows the recent work of a host of authors tracking 
political links between the Second World and the global South, as well as 
identifi cations between Second World actors and grassroots social movements 
in the First World.10 As a collection, it makes three major contributions to 
the existing literature. First, it off ers a representative range of examples that 
document the diverse breadth of interactions between East Germany and its 
partners in the Americas, Asia, and Africa from 1949 to 1989 and beyond. 
Case studies cover, among other topics, solidarity campaigns with African-
American communists; fi lm coproductions with Vietnam and China; urban 
planning projects in North Korea and Vietnam; and training programs for 
students from Mozambique. 

Second, through both archival and ethnographic research, these studies 
establish and explore the existence of what could be called the varieties of 
world socialism. Although most of the interactions under study took place 
within the ostensibly shared ideological space of the “Second World,” out-
comes betrayed the infl uence of diverse historical experiences and local tra-
ditions in setting the horizons of political imagination. Race as a cognitive 
category and lived reality, dismissed by the SED as overcome in socialist 
society, proved far from extinct. Decolonization, the Sino-Soviet split, and 
the Cold War’s “hot wars” infl ected the traffi  c of ideas and actors into and 
out of the GDR. Th e overlapping geographies of region, race, and experience 
(of empire, world war, and colonialism) ensured that the Second World was 
never the homogeneous terrain implied by the Cold War analytic binary.11 

Finally, the volume pursues the seemingly paradoxical goal of undermin-
ing the “myth of East German provincialism” (Hosek) precisely by “provin-
cializing Germany” (Hong).12 Viewing the GDR from a distance through 
the eyes and experiences of individuals from the global South challenges 
the historiographical framing of the two Germanys as opposites. Th e two 
republics’ shared standard of living and technological prowess relative to 
much of the world qualifi ed them both as members of the elite international 
club of industrialized nations. In some cases, actors from Asia, Africa, and 
Latin America used the mutual German antagonism instrumentally to se-
cure training and aid serially from both sides. In other cases, the ideological 
bonds ran deeper and were reinforced through socialization in the Second 
World public sphere. Th e scholarly essays in the volume are accompanied 
by primary sources written from a perspective both distant and intimate, 
including a 1966 letter from East Germany written by South African author, 
William “Bloke” Modisane; an analysis of the East German university system 
written by a Chinese Red Guard at the height of the Cultural Revolution; 
and a refl ection on the monuments of East German socialism by Cuban poet 
Victor Fowler. In a historiography that remains constrained within the terms 
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of the German-German conversation, perspectives like these remain all but 
absent.13 Comrades of Color begins to fi ll this gap and, in doing so, to reorient 
perspectives on East Germany’s world.

Overview of the Chapters

Th e following chapters make clear that postcolonial nations pursued politi-
cal and socioeconomic visions not reducible to the binary alternatives of the 
Cold War.14 Th e fi rst chapter provides an overview of the way that race and 
racism were redefi ned in East Germany after the collapse of the Th ird Reich 
in 1945. It shows the similarities between such redefi nitions on both sides of 
the Cold War boundary while also exploring the particularities of the modes 
of representing racial and cultural diff erence in the socialist bloc. It locates 
people from the global South between their status as icons and individuals 
in the landscape of East Germany. 

Th e contributions to the second section “Aid anders?” or “aid diff erently?” 
deepen this investigation. Th ey follow East Germans engaged in socialist 
projects of aid beyond the borders of Europe and ask how they diff ered from 
the frequently asymmetrical power relations involved in liberal-capitalist de-
velopment assistance. At the heart of Young-Sun Hong’s chapter is a con-
frontation between two visions of the lived space of socialist modernity in 
North Korea. While East Germans sought to bring Bauhaus modernity in 
their reconstruction of the destroyed city of Hamhung in the 1950s, Koreans 
sought designs appropriate to their own forms of everyday life and economic 
constraints. Beds, heaters, ceilings, and light-switches became objects of in-
tense ideological debate in the confrontation between competing socialist 
imaginaries. Authorities wary of outside infl uence severed the nascent “trans-
national identities” developing between Germans and Koreans, in some cases 
leaving emotional scars as enduring side eff ects of geopolitical division.

Gregory Witkowski looks at the diverse ways that solidarity was defi ned, 
represented, and pitched to the East German population. He shows how the 
offi  cial Solidarity Committee, established in 1960, sought self-consciously 
to break with established conventions of North-South charity by eschewing 
pity-inducing images of women and children. Rather, it invoked Germans’ 
own memories of war and reconstruction, and portrayed people in countries 
like Vietnam, Mozambique, and Angola as forward-looking and equipped 
to build socialist modernity. Th e Solidarity Committee competed with the 
lesser-known philanthropic eff orts of the churches in the GDR. Witkow-
ski demonstrates that both the Protestant and Catholic churches adhered 
more closely to the received script of the munifi cent West donating to the 
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“deserving poor,” yet they were also surprisingly forthright at times in their 
opposition to colonialism and their belief that charity was as important for 
the donor as the recipient. Th e solidarity eff orts of both the churches and the 
offi  cial mass organizations created East German subjectivity in their eff orts 
at aiding Others.

Bernd Schaefer’s chapter follows the transformation of the project of 
“socialist modernization” in the decades-long relationship between the GDR 
and socialist Vietnam. East Germany was a key source of aid for the Dem-
ocratic Republic of Vietnam (DRV) from 1954 through the years of the 
“American War” and after the establishment of the Socialist Republic of 
Vietnam (SRV) in 1975. Schaefer follows the traffi  c in experts, offi  cials, and 
students between the two republics, culminating in the employment of hun-
dreds of thousands of Vietnamese workers in East German factories in the 
1980s, often under conditions unacceptable to Germans themselves. Among 
the more striking evidence Schaefer provides for the importance of the rela-
tionship was the printing of Vietnamese money in the GDR for two decades, 
the extensive training of Vietnamese intelligence services, and the seeding of 
a coff ee industry that has made the SRV the world’s second largest exporter. 
Schaefer reveals the bilateral relationship as a learning process, punctuated 
by failures, but also containing genuine successes. 

Th e third section, “Ambivalent Solidarities,” begins with a personal 
letter from black South African writer Bloke Modisane, who compares his 
special access to scarce luxury goods in East Berlin to that of a white in Jo-
hannesburg and agonizes over an encounter with an East German woman 
desperate to use him as a means of escape. Th e contributions to this section 
demonstrate that scholars have underestimated the delicacy involved in host-
ing foreigners in the GDR, even those who came as honored political guests. 
In a biographical essay, Simon Stevens delves into Modisane’s life history to 
explain how his liminal existence in the GDR may have echoed his experi-
ences in apartheid South Africa. Sara Pugach shows how received racialized 
tropes of the black male predator and the white German woman of “loose 
morals” echoed through the fi les of East German bureaucrats as the number 
of foreign students multiplied after 1960. Th e sexual activity of foreigners 
was a state concern in the GDR. A foreigner who married, or reproduced 
with, a German might seek to remain in the country, creating diplomatic 
tensions with the home nation. By staying, the foreigner upset the basic 
model of East German solidarity. Borders were to be crossed temporarily not 
permanently. Education and training were intended ultimately to be applied 
in one’s home country. 

Pugach reveals the particularity of race discourse in the situation of 
state socialism. She describes a bar manager criticizing the actions of cer-
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tain African men for reinforcing “racist, stupid prejudices” among Germans 
themselves. She fi nds a university administrator confessing his belief in black 
male promiscuity privately to a colleague while noting that this could not 
be admitted publicly. In these contortions and concealments, we see in East 
Germany many of the hypocrisies and situationally selective language famil-
iar from white majority contexts beyond the socialist world. Pugach’s work 
gives further evidence that racial preconceptions cut across the political ge-
ographies of the Cold War blocs.15

Katrina Hagen’s chapter on Angela Davis shows how even lionized Oth-
ers were volatile political quantities. Davis was a celebrity of the highest or-
der in the GDR and a pivotal fi gure in the discourse of race and racism. She 
became the de facto ambassador for the cause of anti-racism in 1970s East 
Germany. As a fi gurehead of the “Other America” and a card-carrying mem-
ber of the Communist Party, Davis embodied the ideal object of solidarity. 
Yet, Hagen fi nds the frictions of solidarity in even this apparent fairy tale 
of socialist internationalism. Davis’s close relationship to émigré New Left 
theorist Herbert Marcuse and her links to black nationalist groups like the 
Black Panthers placed her in questionable ideological territory for the SED. 
Hagen fi nds the SED discussing the “black racism” of the Panthers and, 
potentially, of Davis herself. Th e refusal of communists of color like Davis 
to dismiss race as a bugbear exterminated by socialism challenged the East 
German discourse head on. Th e appearance of the “U.S. Th ird World Left” 
in the GDR created category problems for a state party not well equipped for 
challenges of intersectionality.16

Jason Verber also fi nds tensions at the confl uence of socialist imaginaries 
and the lived realities of coexistence. Th e East German project of building 
an entire school in the countryside to train young Mozambicans in 1981 
was a major eff ort of cultural diplomacy. In practice, political rationality 
ran fi rst into the obstacles of youthful sexuality with six pregnancies within 
the fi rst two years of the school’s existence. More seriously, internationalism 
collided with explicit racism in attacks on Mozambican students by far-right 
Germans threatening that “back in the Führer’s day you would have been 
skinned, slowly killed, and then burned.” Th e nascent neo-Nazi movement 
confronted foreigners with hatred defi antly rejecting protocols of offi  cial so-
cialist internationalism. 

Verber fi nds the source of disagreement in the clashing “varieties of so-
cialism” practiced by East Germans and Mozambicans. Although a large 
literature about the varieties of capitalism has sprung up in the past two 
decades, the parallel discussion about varieties of socialism in the era of the 
global Cold War remains thin.17 A notable exception is in the large and 
growing literature about the Sino-Soviet split of the 1960s. Moving beyond 
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former perspectives which saw China’s rupture with the Soviet bloc as based 
on either realpolitik or ideology, new research has pursued the diplomatic 
but also the cultural angle, examining the transformation of an intense cul-
ture of solidarity into one of enmity in the 1960s.18 Recent research on the 
Chinese infl uence in the global South has explained how diff erent national 
histories led to identifi cation with the Chinese and multipolar realignment 
of geopolitical alliances in what Jeff rey James Byrne calls the “contest of 
modernities.”19 

Th e book’s fourth section, titled “Socialist Mirrors,” uses two case stud-
ies to examine precisely such moments of comparison. It begins with an arti-
cle from a Red Guard newspaper in Shanghai denouncing the East German 
university system in 1968. Working from what is likely fi rsthand knowl-
edge, the author describes a rigid hierarchy designed to award careerism and 
punish solidarity. Th e GDR becomes an inverse refl ection of the socialism 
dreamed of by the young Chinese author. Th is voice from the margins of 
East Germany’s world is followed by two chapters that explore similar dia-
logues happening in the medium of fi lm. I look at East Berlin’s DEFA studio 
as a center for transnational fi lmmaking in the 1950s. Th e “world fi lms” 
of Dutch documentarian Joris Ivens involved cooperation from inside and 
outside the socialist bloc to create cinematic analogues of the racial rainbow, 
depicting national realities that were parallel but rarely overlapped. I contrast 
this “socialist multilateralism” to the “socialist cosmopolitanism” nascent in 
the failed collaboration between Alex Wedding, Joop Huisken, and their 
Chinese partners on a feature-length documentary fi lm in the late 1950s. 
Surviving only in records of heated conversations and treatments, the fi lm 
project was doomed by deteriorating relations between East Germany and 
China and the closing of windows open briefl y during the Th aw and the 
Hundred Flowers campaign. As in Hong’s chapter, the failed coproduction 
reminds us of the challenges of creating outward expressions of a common 
socialist self-understanding across the gaps of disparate national histories.

Evan Torner and Victoria Rizo Lenshyn provide vivid illustration of sim-
ilar dynamics in their exploration of the Vietnamese–East German copro-
duction Dschungelzeit (1988). Th e subject of the fi lm itself was a remarkable 
moment of border-crossing, when German deserters from the French For-
eign Legion in Indochina joined and fought with the anticolonial Viet Minh 
in the 1940s.20 Torner and Lenshyn argue that the fi lm’s “transnational aes-
thetic” ended up containing and embodying two moments of friction: that 
of the postindependence 1950s, when the German defectors were compelled 
to leave Vietnam to “return” to the GDR, sometimes against their will, and 
that of the 1980s, when dissidence was becoming more widespread among 
cultural elites. In the fi lm, the question of Heimat is called into question for 
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the Germans who fl ed fascist Germany and held the fi rm belief that there 
should never be another Germany (nie wieder Deutschland ). Th rough these 
characters, the fi lmmaker asks how one is expected to accept a new German 
nation, even one that called itself communist. Th rough interviews with the 
German fi lmmaker and close textual readings, Torner and Lenshyn draw out 
the surprising ways in which internationalist projects could be used to ex-
press doubts about East German socialism itself in the last years of the GDR.

Th e fi nal section, “Internationalist Remains,” begins with an essay by 
Christina Schwenkel describing the partial erasure of the GDR in Vietnam, 
where the much longer history of association with East Germany has been 
displaced offi  cially by the shorter links to the Federal Republic, reinforcing 
the notion of the GDR as an isolated hermit republic of the Cold War. 
Yet, she demonstrates that the memory of East German engagement with 
Vietnam remains strong below the governmental level. Pointing to the im-
portance of genuine eff orts made on behalf of East German populations to 
aid and cooperate with the Vietnamese population both during their war 
with the United States and after, Schwenkel argues for the category of “aff ec-
tive solidarities” that escape measurement in conventional ways. She ends by 
pointing out how Vietnam remains a “new battleground of memory politics” 
between East and West Germany. Th e built environment of the northern 
city of Vinh, reconstructed with East German aid, keeps alive the possibility 
of an explicitly politicized form of development assistance in a neoliberal era, 
and a willingness to give aid the name of solidarity. 

Th e exploration of the legacy of socialist solidarity continues in the fi nal 
essay of the collection, a work of collaboration by German Studies scholar 
Jennifer Ruth Hosek and Cuban poet Victor Fowler Calzada. An experiment 
in composition and transnational conversation, the essay alternates between 
Fowler’s search for the traces of Germany in the Cuban imaginary and Ho-
sek’s exploration of the reception of “GDR fi lms” in Havana in recent years. 
Fowler’s account of his grandfather hanging a portrait of the Kaiser in his 
home in the early twentieth century meets Hosek’s account of the screening 
of Goodbye Lenin! in Havana when eager crowds broke the theater’s glass 
doors in their enthusiasm. Th e uncanny sense of loss produced in Cuba by 
the disappearance of East Germany resonates through the essay. Th e Cayo 
Ernesto Th älmann, whose beach hosts a stone bust of the German commu-
nist leader revered in the GDR, stands as an image of a severed appendage 
and extraterritorial remnant of a political entity that no longer exists. Fowler 
and Hosek’s piece reveals the material and psychological consequences of the 
fallen Soviet bloc for the socialist countries that survived 1989. It ends with 
a poetic meditation on the statues of Marx and Engels in Berlin written by 
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Fowler at a time when a “world had collapsed” and socialism has vanished 
from Germany even as it lived on in Cuba.

•  •  •

What remains of forty years of East German internationalism? A last 
anecdote provides one answer. In 1957, future East German leader Erich 
Honecker cut the ribbon of “Joint Factory 718,” trumpeted as China’s most 
modern industrial installation, built by East German architects with Chinese 
and Soviet funding in the northwestern suburbs of Beijing.21 Promotional 
materials from the same decade showed portraits of Mao and GDR presi-
dent Wilhelm Pieck above stylized images of German and Chinese workers. 
Th e men step forward to shake hands while the women stand behind them 
smiling, clad in the overalls and head scarves of workers. Th e East German–
designed complex was unable to remain profi table and all but ceased opera-
tions during the period of liberalization in the 1980s. Some of its cavernous 
spaces were taken over by artists. By the mid 2000s, the redubbed “Arts 
District 798” was designated offi  cially as a “cultural creative cluster,” fi lled 
with boutiques, design stores and contemporary art galleries.22 Th e former 
factory complex was a place to be seen for the Chinese nouveau riche. Teen-
agers and tourists took photos of each other in front of the remnants of the 
factories that echoed those decommissioned industrial sites repurposed for 
cultural consumption worldwide.23 Th ere was no trace of East Germany in 
the complex. Indeed, the only corporate presence in the entire district is a 
large cube-like offi  ce building with the logos of two German brands on it: 
Volkswagen and Audi. Th e only East German presence in the complex was 
a photograph from the 1980s of the two architects, now elderly, looking a 
little bewildered in the milieu of the Chinese Bohème, haunting the premises 
like ghosts of an earlier era. 

Yet the history is not as distant as it seems. In February 2009, the Haus 
der Kulturen der Welt in Berlin held a conference on the “global 1989” 
to commemorate the twentieth anniversary of the fall of the Wall. Several 
Chinese intellectuals in attendance discussed the bloody denouement of the 
Tiananmen Square demonstrations parallel to the more peaceful events in 
Berlin. Th ere had been transnational traffi  c in 1989, too. Chinese students 
from East Berlin crossed into the West to walk with protesters against the 
bloody crackdown on the Beijing democracy movement. A young German 
punk woman in Dresden called for open protest against the crackdown.24 
Dissidents in East Berlin drummed for six consecutive nights to express their 
own opposition.25 In July, a band called Herbst in Peking (Autumn in Bei-
jing) played a song with lyrics expressing solidarity with Chinese students, 
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and were promptly forbidden from performing again—until after the Wall 
fell, at which point they achieved considerable success.26 A letter to the state 
newspaper captured the eff ect of the events in China on one East German 
citizen:

Opening my Neues Deutschland this morning I saw the headline 
“Chinese People’s Liberation Army Crushes Counter-Revolutionary 
Uprising.” As I read the article, I could only ask how a country can 
inform its citizens so falsely in this way. I can still see yesterday’s 
images from television. And you want to scream in the face of as 
many lies as this. Let’s leave aside the question of whether the de-
mands of the students are justifi ed or not. When a socialist country, 
a communist country, attacks its citizens like this, I can only wonder 
about this form of government. According to Neues Deutschland, 
the students’ weapons of defense were “cut and thrust weapons,” this 
is what they were attacking tanks with. I saw, and the shots were not 
staged or edited, how tanks simply rolled over people, how the sol-
diers shot at fl eeing people, shot them from behind… It is amazing 
that fi lm footage can still be produced under these circumstances, 
but it is good that it can. Because otherwise you have to believe what 
you are told when you are informed as one-sidedly as us. And the 
Neues Deutschland ’s version, in my opinion, is not fair.27

Th e solidarity of protesters in 1989 both built on and broke with offi  cial East 
German internationalism. It was not of the state but against the state, medi-
ated through troubling imagery that invoked an empathetic bond between 
Germans and the distant protesters. It humanized the objects of solidarity 
and spoke back to the government in its own language of socialism and 
human rights. Working as an inversion of the offi  cial rhetoric—when the 
GDR declared its offi  cial support for the Chinese action—it created solidar-
ity anew, between parallel populations dissatisfi ed with the failure of their 
own governments to live up to their rhetoric.

One of the speakers at the 2009 Berlin conference was Chinese gender 
studies professor Ai Xioaming. She took home a copy of the poster, which 
featured the iconic image of a man facing down tanks at Tiananmen under 
the words “1989 Global Histories.” She kept the poster hidden under a mat-
tress until the anniversary of the massacre in 2013, when she affi  xed it to 
her wall, and took a photograph that she put on the internet, in her words, 
“to express my mourning for the dead.”28 Ai’s trip to Berlin had been her 
last before being barred from overseas travel by the authorities. Her outspo-
ken critique of the Chinese government cut her off  from further encounters 
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with the community of colleagues worldwide and displayed the sensitivity 
of some governments to alternative narratives of the past. 1989 remains alive 
for the Chinese state just as four decades of East German socialist republic 
remain alive for those Germans and foreigners who lived through them and 
who continue to live in the reunifi ed Germany defi ned by the GDR’s past 
in all its positive and negative aspects. Writing and recounting the history of 
the world from Germany, and of Germany in the world, remains a matter of 
intimate politics, even decades later. Comrades of Color seeks to continue the 
process of provincializing East German history and, by doing so, placing it 
in the larger world. 
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